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The latest issue of our consumer insights update featuring extracts from PML Group’s research resources plus items of interest from home and abroad.
Featured in this issue:

OOH POS Influence

We recently asked Dubliners if ads within the retail environment influences their
purchases when they are shopping within a store.

Buying clothes

As part of our ongoing iQ research programme we asked our panel of Dublin
respondents where they prefer to purchase clothing items.

No Preference
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Online 19%

Not at all
24%

A lot 26%

A little 50%

76%

of Dubliners say their
purchases are influenced
by ads in the retail
environment.

Females are most likely to be influenced
by ads they see within shopping centres,
supermarkets or carparks at 79%
compared to males at 72%.

Main Shoppers with Kids are the most likely to have their purchases influenced
by OOH POS advertising.

25-34

year olds are the largest age group to have their
purchases influenced by POS advertising.

High Street/Mall
40%

Supermarket 10%
Department Store
17%

High street/mall is the most preferred channel, with
40% of respondents indicating they prefer to purchase
clothes in this particular shopping environment.
Online Shopping was the
2nd most popular choice at

43%

19%

of females prefer high street/
mall shopping compared to
37% of males.

Over half (55%) of 16-24-year olds
prefer the high street/mall to any
other channel.

Cadbury Premier League
Dynamic Campaign

Data-Driven

Countdown

As part of Cadbury’s recent Dynamic Premier League campaign, we wanted to
investigate and measure the impact of using Dynamic vs non-Dynamic creative,
in an Irish context. Carried out by Amárach on behalf of PML Group, 386 exit
interview were conducted in Dublin retail environments to find out what people
really think of Dynamic scheduling and content.

23%

Spontaneous Recall
for Dynamic
+5%
23%

‘Stands Out’

23%
+24%

‘Is Appealing’

23%
+18%

‘Is Effective’

23%
+13%

‘Is Informative’

23%
+11%

‘Is Memorable’

23%
+11%

‘Is different to other forms of
advertising’

The dynamic creative format appears to drive stronger brand impressions and
associations than static formats (while more engaging/information content drivers
strong impressions again).
Also, the dynamic creative format also makes consumers more positive towards
advertisements and therefore more likely to consider the product in future purchases.
Finally, the campaign format we tested also appears to drive very high sponsorship
recall and engagement, especially among fans.

IPA:
Touch
Points
Media
A research piece released by
the IPA which takes a look at
how people are consuming
media throughout the day
with a focus on the UK
market.
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14% more likely
than Londoners to
agree “I check
through my post
for things that
might save me
money”
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for TV viewing is
Sunday, where the
average viewing
time is 5 hours and
8 minutes

39% of
non-Londoners
and 34% of
Londoners agree
“TV is my main
source of
entertainment”
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The Brand Gap

Research carried out by Work Research on behalf of JCDecaux UK highlights the Brand gap
- the balance between branding and activation and predicts a new era for media.

B&A recently investigated and profiled the Irish convenience shopper
and trends within the sector. Here we present the key take-outs.

Onside: Who Won the
Summer of Sponsorship
Onside, in collaboration with Marketing Institute of Ireland released its annual
results for its Who Won the Sport Sponsorship of the Summer research.

For further details on any piece of research featured in Explore please contact:
Colum: colum@pmlgroup.ie - James: james@pmlgroup.ie - Niamh: niamhm@pmlgroup.ie

